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XXLake work in progress.xxx xX 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

XXThe  long-awaited  work  to  remove  leaf 
XXdetritus that was choking the area of the 
XXlake beside the bridge was well underway 
XXwhen  the  Friends  held  their  AGM  on 
XXNovember 27, 2011.

XXSuccesful end to the consultation.xx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  xX 

XXThe AGM received a  Chairman's report 
XXfrom Dr. M. J. Heath: “The Friends have 
XXaccomplished the goal which they set last 
XXyear, of bringing vital work on the lake 
XXto fruition through a genuine process of 
XXpublic  consultation.  The  public  had 
XXconcerns  about  both  aesthetics  and 
XXecology.  We were  adamant  that  we did 
XXnot  wish  to  see  a  fait  accompli, 
XXwhereby, after  a  nominal  'consultation,' 
XXcouncil officers would deliver an outcome 
XXthat  they  had  decided  in  advance. 
XXSouthwark  officers  and  councillors  co-
XXoperated  fully  and  enthusiastically  with 
XXour  methods. The  first  public  meeting  
XXbrought people and ideas together. The second was held after a period of reflection, so thatXX 
XXpeople had an opportunity to think about the practicalities of what they had heard and to talk toXX 
XXothers.  These meetings  fed  back  into  ongoing  discussions  with  Southwark.  A  third  meetingXX 
XXpresented a scheme devised for its public acceptability, simplicity and affordability. This receivedXX 
XXunanimous support from attendees, who agreed to proceed as soon as possible.” 

XXWork began on November 17, 2011.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

XXTop: Contractor Willowbank at work. Upper right: Nils Battye of the London Borough of SouthwarkXX 
XXdiscusses the task with workers. Lower right: Floating pontoon to carry a mechanical digger. X x x x x 
x



xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  xx 
Snapshots of the dredging project. X x 
x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx X X X X 

Left  top:  Equipment  assembled  on  Nov.XX 
17, 2011, and digger being driven onto theXX 
floating  pontoon.  The  next  photo  downXX 
(Nov. 25), shows the lip under the bridgeXX 
exposed  by  removal  of  detritus.  TheXX 
workers  reported  that  the  depth  of  theXX 
lake  here  was  shallower  than  expected,XX 
partly due, perhaps to present low waterXX 
levels,  and  that  the  task  was  not  asXX 
difficult  as  had  been  anticipated.  TheXX 
photo  bottom  left  (Nov.  17)  shows  theXX 
temporary  nicospan  compound  set  up  inXX 
the  north  west  corner  of  the  Park  toXX 
receive lake sludge.  Since the work wasXX 
faster than expected, Southwark officersXX 
suggested  extending  the  project  to  theXX 
northern side of the bridge. 

Members  of  the  public  with  questionsXX 
about  the  day  to  day  conduct  of  theXX 
project  should ring  the Southwark officeXX 
in Dulwich Park on 020 8693 8635.  

No sooner had the old leaf detritus beenXX 
removed, than a floating carpet of leavesXX 
from  this  year's  autumn  leaf  fall  hadXX 
accumulated  by  the  bridge.  The  FriendsXX 
have  been  discussing  removal  by  raking,XX 
before  the  leaves  become  waterloggedXX 
and  sink.  This  would  be  a  task  forXX 
volunteers.xxxxxxx x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
x

Consultation safeguarded the Park. xX 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

The report from the Chairman concluded:XX 
“Through our consultation, we were ableXX 
to  steer  management  away  fromXX 
unacceptable  options,  such  as  over-XX 
zealous  felling  of  lakeside  trees,XX 
narrowing  the  width  of  the  lake,  orXX 
retaining detritus in the lake behind uglyXX 
nicospan membrane. We also learned thatXX 
it is necessary to adopt a firm stance withXX 
organisations  that  are  obliged  to  chaseXX 
grant  money,  and  which  can  be  ratherXX 
pushy  in  their  efforts  to  have  theirXX 
schemes  adopted  by  groups  awardedXX 
funding for projects.  At the same time,XX 
working  with  Southwark  Ecology  OfficerXX 
Jon  Best,  we  made  major  advances  inXX 
managing  the  lakeside  area  usingXX 
volunteers.  We have been very much inXX 
the debt of New Leaf during 2011, for itsXX 
essential contribution, notably staging ofXX 
Orange Rockcorp volunteer days.”   X x x x x 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx



xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  x 
XXNegotiated  outcomes.x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

XXA priority of  the Friends has 
XXbeen to ensure that lake work 
XXhas  not  involved  damage  to 
XXfeatures  of  the  Park.  A 
XXmeeting  between  Martin 
XXHeath, Nils Battye of LBS and 
XXWillowbank  workers  took 
XXplace  on  the  morning  of 
XXNovember  17.  This  provided 
XXan  opportunity  to  negotiate 
XXabout  how  work  would  be 
XXconducted.  One  of  the  main 
XXproblems  facing  the  workers 
XXwas that of how to transport 
XXsludge  from the  lake  to  the 
XXcompound where it will break 
XXdown, across ground that might well be too soggy to support their vehicle. This posed a potentialXX 
XXproblem for the hedgerow path along the north western margin of the Park, because this offeredXX 
XXfirm ground. It was stressed that the arcade of branches above the path (top left, Nov. 27) wasXX 
XXessential to its appeal and that its character should be preserved; preferably, no branches should beXX 
XXcut to facilitate vehicular access.   Willowbank co-operated with us also by stacking up large piecesXX 
XXof wood lifted out of the lake.  The Friends will return these to the wildlife area, from which theyXX 
XXwere removed by vandals. They will be placed in patches of managed brambles and roses, whichXX 
XXwill cover them during the next growing season, preventing further vandalism and allowing them toXX 
XXprovide invertebrate habitats whilst they decay. We were, however, sorry to see large dollops ofXX 
XXsludge placed on wildlife islands, during lake work, and have clarified our wish that this ceases. 

Clearing  the  northernXX 
section of the lake. X x x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Work  to  remove  years  ofXX 
accumulated  detritus  fromXX 
this  narrow  and  neglectedXX 
stretch of the lake has begun,XX 
and improvements are alreadyXX 
apparent  (left).  Below:  TheXX 
lake's  clogged  outlet   (photoXX 
taken Nov. 27, 2011).  



xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Dulwich Society thickens hedgerow in Gallery Road, SE21.xx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Hedgerow habitat  fringing  Gallery  Road  makes  an  importantXX 
contribution to the leafy character  of  Dulwich and, althoughXX 
narrow,  it  contributes  also  to  the  local  network  of  wildlifeXX 
corridors. A project to increase the density of the hedgerow onXX 
the western  side of the road has been funded by the DulwichXX 
Society and Southwark's Greener, Cleaner, Safer initiative. OnXX 
November 17, 2011, volunteers from the London Wildlife TrustXX 
were working along the hedgerow, planting saplings of nativeXX 
trees.  The project will  involve several  hundred saplings.  TheXX 
Friends would like to thank the London Borough of Southwark,XX 
the  Dulwich  Society  and  the  LWT  for  a  project which  hasXX 
enhanced the immediate environs of Belair Park. 

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  x x x x x x x x x 
XXLondon  Wildlife  Trust  volunteers  had  the 
XXbenefit  of  a  pleasant  day  for  their  strenuous 
Xxefforts.  Top  right:  Ashley  White  of  the  LWT 
XX(Southwark  Conservation  Project  Officer),  who 
XXoversaw the project. 



xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x x x x xxxxxxxxxxxxx                         x 
Above: The Sun falls towards the horizon on the afternoon of NovemberXX 
27, 2011. Left: A crescent Moon was setting over the Park as membersXX 
arrived for the AGM.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
Friends' Annual General Meeting, November 27, 2011. xx x x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

This short meeting, focussing on essentials, was held at the New LeafXX 
shop beside West Dulwich Station at 5:00 p.m.. The officers elected forXX 
the  coming  year  were:  Chairman:  Martin  Heath.  Proposed  by  R.XX 
Ramadhan. Seconded by V. O'Connell.  Secretary: Matt Reid. ProposedXX 
by  V.  O'Connell.  Seconded  by  H.  Ramadhan.  Treasurer:  VinnieXX 
O'Connell. Proposed by R. Ramadhan. Seconded by A.-M. Braun.  X x x x x 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 

Matters to be investigated in future meetings were a review of  theXX 
constitution, the management of the playground and the options forXX 
obtaining  funds  from Southwark's  Cleaner,  Greener,  Safer  initiative,XX 
which, the meeting was pleased to hear, will be continuing.   

X  xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx  xxxxxxxxxxx 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
XChristmas trees now for sale at the New Leaf shop, West Dulwich StationX 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

       iiiBelow: A clearly satisfied Park user,XX 
xxiiiiiiiiiiJoey the German shepherd dog.  

 

Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
XXAbove: Late November sunlight through trees.    Images: M. J. Heath.

The Committee, Friends of Belair Park.
friendsbelairpark(at)hotmail.co.uk

(tel: 020 8670 8924). 
x


